
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 6: Around the Plane
Section 1: What’s your Angle

Chapter Six examines geometrical objects out of the coordinate system, while utilizing some 
new algebra skills.  An underlying philosophy of this curriculum is the avoidance of over-
defining every problem and allowing students to struggle and desire definitions and the 
minutiae afterwards, while presenting them with difficult assessment-level problems at the 
beginning and digging deep with those problems (as opposed to building up small, 
disconnected skills to reach the goal of tough problems at the end).  Start with difficult 
problems, see if students can guess and check towards solutions and then notice patterns 
and generalize.  Play.



Can you Ace an ACT Angle Question?

(Small group discussion) Another problem from ACT practice material.  Students need to 
practice sifting through information to find that which is important.



Can you Ace an ACT Angle Question?

?

(Small group discussion)  Our unknown is marked.



Can you Ace an ACT Angle Question?

? xx

Therefore, the two 
angles are congruent.

(Small group discussion)  Bisecting an angle cuts it in two equal halves.



Can you Ace an ACT Angle Question?

xx x

Therefore, all three 
angles are congruent.

(Small group discussion)  Ditto the last slide for the third angle.



Can you Ace an ACT Angle Question?

xx x
These three angles 
create a straight angle, 
which is 180º.
So,  x + x + x = 180º
3x = 180º
 x = 60º.

(Small group discussion)  Solution.



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines

(Small group discussion) This is yet another ACT practice problem.  There are multiple 
methods to solve this problem.  I use parallel lines and transverse angles, but one could set-
up equations or use the vertical angles theorem as well.



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”

x

Solutions:
1 - straight angle

Solution process



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”

Solutions:
1 - straight angle
2 - straight angle

Solution process



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”
  x and 8 are congruent angles, because a || b

Solutions:
1 - straight angle
2 - straight angle

aside



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”
  x and 8 are congruent angles, because a || b

Solutions:
1 - straight angle
2 - straight angle x

aside



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”
  x and 8 are congruent angles, because a || b

Solutions:
1 - straight angle
2 - straight angle
9 - straight angle

x

Solution process



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”
  x and 8 are congruent angles, because a || b

Solutions:
1 - straight angle
2 - straight angle
9 - straight angle
10 - straight angle

x

Solution process



Which of the numbered angles must be 
supplementary to angle    ?x

Facts:  a and b are the only parallel lines
  Supplementary means “sum to 180º”
  x and 8 are congruent angles, because a || b

Solutions:
1 - straight angle
2 - straight angle
9 - straight angle
10 - straight angle

No other angles MUST be
supplementary to x.

x

solution stated.



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

(Small group discussion)  In this problem students will need to know (again) the definition of 
congruence and also know the relationship of supplemental angles (sum to 180º), 
complementary angles (sum to 90º) and that the sum of the angles of a triangle is 180º (in 
particular that isosceles triangles have the same base angle).  This should be a review from 
7th grade, but this problem lends itself to a discovery of that information as well.
  The method could be described as ‘chase the angle’, where we just see what information 
comes naturally from the figure and rules we know.



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

?

Solution - What do we know and want to know.  Before we begin the solution, it is important 
to point out what is known and needs to be found.  Now we begin ‘chase the angle’.



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

?

60º

Supplementary angles
sum to 180º.

Solution - 1) supplementary angle



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

?

60º

The sum of  the angles in
a triangle is 180º:
60º + 90º + DCY = 180º
150º + DCY = 180º
DCY = 30º.

30º

Solution - 2) Sum of triangle angles = 180º.



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

?

60º

30º and BCY sum to be
90º, so BCY must be 60º.
(complementary angles)

30º
60º

Solution - 3) complementary angles sum to 90º



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

x

60º

Since CB and CY are 
congruent, triangle BCY is
isosceles, which means that
the base angles have the
same measure.

30º
60º

x

Solution - 4) Either use the fact that we have an isosceles triangle (as stated above) or realize 
that this is an equilateral triangle.



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 What is the measure of  
angle CBY?

120º

x

60º

The sum of  the angles of
a triangle is 180º:
x + x + 60º = 180º
              2x = 120º
                x = 60º

30º
60º

x

Solution - 5) set-up and solve 



What is the measure of angle CBY?

ABCD is a square and the measure of  angle AXY is 120º.  
CB and CY are congruent.

 The measure of  angle
CBY is 60º.

120º

60º

60º

30º
60º

60º

Solution stated



(Small group discussion)  Ask students to define “isosceles trapezoid” as you walk around 
your room.  



Isosceles means 
that the base angles 
will be the same.

Solution process



Isosceles means 
that the base angles 
will be the same.

Therefore, we have 
congruent angles

Solution process



Focusing on one 
triangle then:

50º

x

Solution process



Focusing on one 
triangle then:

x+75º = 180º
x = 105º

50º

x

Solution process



Focusing on one 
triangle then:

x+75º = 180º
x = 105º

So, angle DBC = 105º 50º

x

Solution process


